Effect of water on the surface molecular mobility of poly(lactide) thin films: an atomic force microscopy study.
Physical properties associated with molecular mobility on the surface of thin films with 300 nm thickness for poly(lactide)s (PLAs) were studied under vacuum conditions as well as under aqueous conditions by using friction force mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). Two types of PLAs were applied for the experimental samples as uncrystallizable PLA (uc-PLA) and crystallizable PLA (c-PLA). The friction force on the surface of thin films was measured as a function of temperature to assess the surface molecular mobility both under vacuum and under aqueous conditions. A lower glass-transition temperature of the uc-PLA surface in water was detected than that under vacuum conditions. In the case of the c-PLA thin film, change in friction force was detected at a lower temperature under aqueous conditions than in vacuo. A morphological change was observed in the c-PLA thin film during heating process from room temperature to 100 degrees C by temperature-controlled AFM. The surface of the c-PLA thin film became rough due to the cold crystallization, and the crystallization of c-PLA molecules in water took place at a lower temperature than in vacuo. These friction force measurements and AFM observations suggest that molecular motion on the surface of the both uc- and c-PLA thin films is enhanced in the presence of water molecules. In addition, in situ AFM observation of the enzymatic degradation process for the c-PLA thin film crystallized at 160 degrees C was carried out in buffer solution containing proteinase K at room temperature. The amorphous region around the hexagonal crystal was eroded within 15 min. It has been suggested that the adsorption of water molecules on the PLA film surface enhances the surface molecular mobility of the glassy amorphous region of PLA and induces the enzymatic hydrolysis by proteinase K.